Birth Rights of Sentient Life ( a small description code 20204)
<1>
Every living being endowed with the possiblity of creating life in a natural
and authentic way have the right to bring creation in effect.
<2>
Every living being endowed with the possiblity to create life in a
non-natural way, has the limit of the law in extent to the natural
method of procreation and its methods.
<3>
Every living being, being born in a natural way has the right to keep
its original information being the cause of its formation in life.
<4>
Every living being endowed with life, has the right to within
the extent of law choose a method of procreation, within
the boundary of natural selection.
<5>
Every creature born in a non-natural way has the right
to protect itself in a biological way, ensuring natural
selection in the whole of society.
<6>
Beings born of natural procreation has the right on
education, child support, parental protection and
the full freedom within law and law-enforcing.
<7>
Natural selection should be protected in any
way possible, and with plight within constitutional
law
<8>
The birth right of every living being is bound by
written law.
<9>
The birth right outside home region is subject
to local law en local written rules.
<10>
Birth rights of human specie is endowed
in written form by the law applicable to
the whole of human race.

<11>
Without written consent, or by
confirmed agreement, in
speech, language or signal
humans are not in any way possible
property to each other,
neither by symbol,
neither by slavery
neither by sold birth rights.
<12>
Birth rights can result in
societal plight, or law requisites.
Depending on the place of birth.
<13>
Birth rights can be protected
or forced by law and regulations.
And bound by region or culture.
<14>
Every living being has the sole
choice of relgion, culture or tradition,
by the choice in a reasonable way or method.
<15>
Every living being, born in a natural way,
may not be the subject of spartan methods
killing defectives or changing life-characteristics.

